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1. I am a retired solicitor who served on Sportscotland (and on its predecessor 
the Scottish Sports Council) from 1984 to 2002, the last eight years as Vice-
chairman. 
 
2. My first thought it that we are here addressing the same issues which were 
about in 1984 and about which much work has been done by sportscotland by its 
work on physical education in schools under the committee chaired by John 
Beattie. Similarly it appears that the Report prepared by sportscotland on the 
deplorable state of sports facilities in Scotland published only a few years ago 
has been ignored by government. It is sad that this is the case. 
 
3. I am not in a position to deal with all the key questions but am certain that 
facilities are key to the whole issue. The lack of the right type of facilities in 
school compromises sports education in school, and even where new facilities 
have been built under the PFI or PPP schemes, the lack of foresight shown by 
those responsible for the contractual detail has meant that these facilities are 
effectively priced beyond the means of community sports clubs and groups. 
Hopefully these mistakes will not be repeated. 
 
4. Active Schools Sports Co-ordinators have helped sport in schools but the links 
to clubs are not as well established as they should be. Many governing bodies of 
sport and their member clubs struggle for funding not least because of the costs 
of hiring the limited bank of facilities which can accommodate sport, and find it 
difficult to attract school aged members to their facilities. 
 
5. Under the Community Facilities questions the National and Regional Sports 
Facilities Strategies would have been much more effective had they been better 
resourced, as they have had to respond to the prime funders usually local 
authorities rather than lead the development hoped for. In particular the failure of 
local authorities to provide even basic maintenance for their facilities has been 
bad – witness Meadowbank and Meggetland in Edinburgh. 
 
6. Coaches of quality will seek to work where there are good facilities available at 
a reasonable cost to them and their pupils. In particular professional coaches will 
wish to have all year facilities available to secure their income. Too many of our 
pitches and outdoor facilities because of the lack of maintenance by local 
authorities simply become unplayable in winter. 
 
7. This Committee should recognise that its health objectives will not be achieved 
through sport without some major investment in facilities and probably legal 
changes to ensure proper maintenance of facilities once built.  
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